Radiobiological fundamentals in radioepidemiology and radiation protection.
Radiation is a convenient tool to study fundamental processes of life. Biological effects of irradiation may result from indirect actions which are mediated by free radicals (e.g. OH-radicals) or from direct actions which involve ionizations in the DNA and other biomolecules. Damage to the DNA is the principal, but not exclusive target for cell death, loss of reproductive integrity, mutation, cancer, developmental anomalies and other radiobiological effects. Repair of damaged DNA and cellular recovery processes play an essential role in affecting the survival of cells. Dose, dose rate, radiation quality, biological and chemical modifiers also have a pronounced effect upon the extent of radiation responses. The biological effects of ionizing radiation are somatic or hereditary and can further be classified into stochastic and deterministic effects. For radiation epidemiology and protection the stochastic action is more relevant because the probability of an effect is a function of dose, without a threshold. Induction of cancer, hereditary diseases and probably also mental retardation are regarded as stochastic effects.